
Capabilities Statement

Fabric Protection

Rejuvenate & Protect

Flame Retardant Services

Service Territories

fabric and leather upholstery
rugs, carpet and drapes
indoor & outdoor furnishings

clean then protect existing assets
periodic scheduled preventative maintenance

treatment of new and existing textiles to 
Australian Building Standards
testing of textiles to Australian Building 
Standards
cleaning, retreating and certifying existing 
assets
periodic scheduled certification

Australia   
Pacific Islands
Hong Kong                    

 

 

WoolFabric Cotton

Rugs/
Carpets

Blinds Curtains

Upholstery

Leather

Canopies AutoMarine Aero

Wear/Tear Mould SunStains

FROM

Protecting the Beauty, Colour & 
Life of Your Furnishings

Premium Surface Protection
9/14 Harrington Street Arundel 4214 QLD
w: PremiumSurfaceProtection.com.au
e: info@PremiumSurfaceProtection.com.au
t: 1800 189 907

Tony Leask
Managing Director
m: 61 434 732 510

Corporate Overview Key Business Areas

Our Clients

Our Partners

Endorsed by:

Premium Surface Protection is a specialised service company focussed 
on the treatment and protection of all textiles in commercial and 
residential interior fit outs.

Premium Surface Protection (PSP) has a fine-tuned business structure 
which provides their clients with a highly effective textile protection and  
maintenance system. This preventative maintenance system extends the 
life and vibrant appearance of valuable assets and therefore reduces 
scheduled maintenance, saves on costs and thus contributes towards a 
sustainable facility.

PSP has the exclusive distribution rights to Fiber Protector, the world's  
most technically advanced and effective textile protection system 
available, non-toxic and non-allergenic. They provide anti-soil and stain 
treatment for premium hotel chains, cruise ships, airlines, public transport, 
theatres, corporate offices and works with custom made manufacturers 
of exclusive carpets, rugs, fabrics and furniture. 

PSP also offer the most highly effective flame retardant product for 
natural and synthetic fibres used in theatres, commercial fit outs, hotel 
chains and cruise ships. 

Singapore
Malaysia

New Zealand
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WE SAVE YOU TIME, WATER, ELECTRICITY 
AND CHEMICAL USAGE, RESULTING IN GIVING
YOUR FACILITY A SUSTAINABLE ADVANTAGE.

Tim Maffey National sales manager Warwick Fabrics Australia Pty Ltd

Jason Gilling Operations Manager - Indooroopilly Shopping Centre - AMP Capital

Premium Surface Protection have been rejuvenating and protecting the rugs 
and furniture in our public spaces over the past few years. We have decided 
to use high end furnishing assets to enhance the experience of our visitors, so 
protecting our investment is a top priority. The Premium Surface Protection 
team are great to deal with and complete all works quickly and professionally 
when needed between other trades and after hours when necessary.
They have also carried out scheduled cleaning, and we are always amazed 
with the results of their proprietary cleaning techniques. The Fiber ProTector is 
very effective - spills and stains are very easy to clean for our regular cleaners 
and the furnishings have kept great appearance.
We are glad we made the decision to protect our soft furniture assets and 
highly recommend their services.

Premium Surface Protection company specialises in 
preventative maintenance solutions which focus on keeping 
client textile assets (carpet, rugs and furnishings) looking new 
for longer and decreasing yearly maintenance costs. 

Fiber ProTector is a revolutionary system that is able to encapsulate the 
microscopic holes within the carpets’ or fabrics’ fibre. After application, 
the fibre keeps all it’s natural properties, like breathability, look and feel. 
Dirt is completely blocked from penetrating the fibres and lies on the 
outside of the fibre, therefore daily vacuuming is more effective.  When 
cleaning carpets. plain hot water is usually enough to remove 
contamination that has not been picked up by the vacuum cleaner. 
The result is reduced wear and tear due to cleaning processes.

Fiber ProTector also provides antibacterial properties to 
carpets and fabrics to prevent the growth and spreading 
of bacteria, fungus and mould that can quickly grow and 
multiply in carpets, rugs, office chairs and other textiles.

The high profile clients and partners we work with are a 
testimony to our company ethos and the products we 
stand behind.

At Weave, we proudly align with companies that have the same passion, drive 
and ethical standards in the product and service they offer, which is why we 
exclusively recommend Premium Surface Protection for their rug protection 
formula Fiber ProTector.
They are experts in their field on all things related to fibre and surface 
protection. We recommend that once receiving your new weave rug to 
contact Premium Surface Protection directly for a free quote to treat your rug 
so that your treasured investment can continue looking as new as the day you 
first unrolled it.

For more clients we have worked 
with, please visit our website


